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Remote Controlled 850mm Hybrid Pace Clock 

This is a wall mounted 900mm size Pace Clock with an Analogue sweep hand for “Seconds” 
and a 2-digit High intensity readout for lapsed Minutes, displaying a total timing period of 
up to 1 Hour. 

Start, Stop and Rapid reset functions are provided via a hand held Wireless “Key-fob” 
Transmitter that will operate up to 60 metres (Aerial extended) from the Clock position. 
Multiple Clocks can be configured (Code setting) when ordering to operate from one “Key-
Fob” unit however due to mechanical tolerances within the Sweep hand motor multiple 
clocks when run together, will show slight differences to each other after a period of 
continuous operation; this can be corrected by stopping and resetting them. 

The Clock is electrically safe for use in most Sporting activity areas as it operates from a low 
potential 12VDC power source; a 240V Mains to 12VDC “Plug-in” power supply is included 
with the Clock. 

Specification 

 

 Microprocessor control of timing and functions, accuracy ±0.05%. 

 High Torque Stepper motor for “Seconds” Sweep hand. 

 Two digit 140mm wide angle Yellow LED display for “Lapsed Minutes” 

 Up to 1 Hour timing period. 

 UHF Remote controlled operation of Start, Stop/Pause and Rapid reset. 

When power is first applied to the clock the Sweep hand will rotate once and stop, if 
necessary slacken the “pinch” screw on the output shaft and move the sweep hand so that 
the Red pointer is at “60”; gently tighten the pinch screw while holding the output shaft to 
prevent it moving.  

Push the Rapid reset button on the controller and make sure the hand stops at “60”; re-
adjust if necessary. 

Guarantee 

12 Months from date of purchase on a “Customer return to supplier” basis for any 

repairs required. Damage caused to the motor drive unit by physical obstruction or force, or 
during transit if returned is not covered under the guarantee; therefore, it is recommended 

that the original packaging be retained.  

Replacement Key-Fob controllers are also available, please quote the Code required when 
ordering. 

NB 

The “Key-Fob controller may vary in appearance to those shown depending on 
availability. 
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Key-Fob Remote Control Unit style A 

Code………. 

 

 

Start Button    Stop Button 

 

 

 

 

  Reset Button 

 

 To enable reliable control of the full distance from the Clock, it is advisable to fully 
extend the built-in antenna before use. 

 Replacement Key-Fobs can be obtained from us, P.O.A. You will need to provide the 
“Code” written on the back of the Pace Clock when ordering. 

  Key-Fob units damaged by water ingress will not be covered by the Warrantee.  

 


